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,
 ANSWERS EXPLAINED
 
PART ONE
 

L 1 

T (ill	 K) t (in °Cj + :273 
K °C + 273 
K {- nOCl + :27.1 
K 260 

The connection !wtWl'CIJ the K and C sealos mav be seen ill this diagram of a 
thermometer. Nonce that, while the two scales place 0 at different points, both 
scales use the same size step.." or intervals. between temperatures. 

(30 ml)(91)(4) (30 rnl)(41 v _ ~(3:::0~m"I,:,:)(3:::6",4) 
2 - (273) (91)(3) (3) 

V2 =	 (.10 ml)(1.333. .J=40ml 

This answer is consistent also with the Iact that as temperature increases the 
volume of a gas also increases. Choices (3) and (4) are inconsistent with this 
fact. 

4. I To sublime means to change from a solid to a gaseous state directly, 
without first	 melting into a Iiqutd. 

solid state ----+ gas state (sublimatiun) 
(s) ----+ (g) 

373~ 
274 

273~ 
272-
260""""-

2
1' 
0"-

:2. 4 Only compounds can be decomposed: either into simpler compounds 
or into elements Elements cannot be decomposed into any simpler material 
by chemical means. Copper is the only element listed. 

Mercury (II) oxide can be decomposed into mercury and {jxy~('n_ 

Potassium chlorate can be decomposed into potassium chloride and oxvgen. 
water can he decomposed into hydrogen and oxygen. 5. 2 A beta particle is actually an electron that emerges at very high speeds 
Copper cannot be decomposed. from the radioactive decay of atoms. The symbol 13 - Cbeta") is used for such 

an electron. Since it is an electron, it has a negative electric charge. 
3. 2 If the pressure of a gas is kept constant, then ib volume changes with Reference Table H can be used to analyze this question. 

absolute temperature according to Charles' Law'. 
Notation Shov.in/l: 

VI = \'2 Particle Symbul Mass and Charge Charge 

T, T2 alpha	 n ~He +2 
~ _~e -I30 ml = ~ beta 

+1273 K 364 K proton	 p :H 
n oneutron(273)(V2 ) = (30 ml)(364) '" 

l 

Of the choices given, only CO2 is given as being solid; the others are therefore 
~ 100 (boiling water) eliminated, Indeed, CO2(s) does sublime, as anyone who has seen the "dry ice" 

I used by ice cream vendors can attest. It evaporates without melting. ::::?-- 0 (melting ice) 
---I CO2(g) cloud 
---.......... -13 (this question) observed fonning 

by sublimation 

-27\ 
--""'" -272 
-........ -273 (absolute zero) 

'" f» ice" 
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6, 3 when an electron is removed froru un atom. that atom ber:ollles an 8. 4 The ground states for the four atoms arc diagramed below. l\otil"l' 
ion of + 1 ehafl~e The elll'T~\' required II) remove that electron is therefore that only Na has one partially occupied orbital. Si has two partially filled orbuals. 
called the iOfli:;atioll encrgrf Values for ionization elH:'rgic~ (in kcal/mol) an' while Ne and Ca have their orbnals compJett'ly filled. 
given in Refen-ncc Table I-

ElectfOl' re-moved 
hv ionization 
('tll'rg:~ -8 
Wrom~ Choices Explained: 

(11 Kinetic ent'rgy derives frum the motion of atoms and molecules in a 
substance and i~ reflected in the temperature of the substance. 

(2) Poten/inl energy measures the heat or work that can hl.· liberated in J 

chemical reaction Of in some eh.mge of position in an electrtc m gravttaucnai 
field 

(4) Electron affinity (sometimes called "'c1eetronegativity") relates to how 
well an atom can take in an addtnonal electron to become a -1 ion, This concept 
i~ the reverse !If ionization. 

Extra electron 
added aecording to 
electron affinity 
value of atom 

7. I The atomic number tells how many protons are in the atom's nucleus, 
Therefore, an atomic number of L3 implies the presence of 13 protons. Since 
in a neutral atom the number of electrons must equal the number of protons. 
13 electrons must also he present. 

,~ 13 electrons 

= tJ AI 

Orhitals 
1, '" 2p 3s 3V 48 

xyz xyz 

Si (14 electrons) 00 00 nnm 00 IillIJ D 
Ne (10 electrons) 

Ca (20 electrons) 

00 
00 

00 
00 

[jj]Jili] D rrri 
[jj]Jili]~[K]]j]jJ00 

D 

Na (II electrons) 00 00 [K]]j]jJ @) LITJ D 
",,-The partially 

filled ornilal 

9. 3 The chart below shows the sublevels possible in each principal ener~' 
level. 

Prindpal Energy level Sublevels Number of Sublevel~ 

j, s , 

2 8, P 2 
3 8, p, d 3 
4 s. p, d,j 4 

The third level has 3 poSSible sublevels within it. 
This can also be seen if the sublevels are written out in ascending order of 

energy--a sequence chemistry students should memorize! 

Ir z.r 2p6 3$2 3p6 4s2 3dlO 4p" &-2 4d1O 

"It ~ /.
3 sublevels (8, p, and t!I 
in energy 
level 3 

lO. 3 Isotopes of an element have the same atomic number but different 
mass numbers. 

Wroug Choices Explained: 
(1) I~X and l~ are identical, not isotopes. 

(2) l~X and I' have different atomic numbers, so they can't be isotopes 
of the same element. (Incidentally, J~X cannot exist. Can you see why?) 

(4) In-\' and l~ have different atomic numbers, so they are different elc
ments. They have the same mass number coincidentally, hut this does not 
qualify them to he isotopes. 
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11. I The valence electrons are those in Ihl' outcnlllMl (hil-:hest) principal 
energy level. ~ 

ls~ Zs~ 2,pb 3;'- 3p~~ ............... These are the valence 
electrons, all in the 
outer third level. 

12. 2 The compound', name, nitrogen(IV) oxide, tells you that nitrogen is 
ill the +4 oxidation state. Oxygen always has a - 2 oxidation state in oxides. 
By the criss-cross method you obtain the compound's formula: 

a.	 Assign oxidation numbers +4 - 2 
N 0 

b.	 Criss-cross oxidation numbers +4 -2 
N	 nO 

c.	 Possible formula N20~ 
d.	 Reduce to smallest whole number subscripts N02 

wrong Choices Explained: 

Choice Charge on Nitrogen Atom Name 

(1) +2 NO, nitrogen(ll) oxide 
(Jl +6 N03, nitrogen(VI) oxide 
(4\ +8 NO!, nitrogen(VIII) oxide 

13. -4 An empirical formula has subscripts that cannot be reduced to any 
smaller whole numbers, ~O meets this criterion. The other choices can be 
reduced. 

Wrong Choices Explained. 

Choice Molecular Formula Empirical Formula 

(t) C2H2	 CH 
(2) C2H4	 CH, 
(.1) Ai,C\;	 Aiel) 

14. 3 This equation is best balanced by trial and error. Begin with the fact 
that, since there are two C atoms on the left, two CO 2 molecules should be 
produced. Next, balance the H atoms by placing a "2" in front of H20, Tht' 
result: 

C2H 4 + 302 ----.. 2CO~ + 2H.P 

15. 4 Molecules are polar if they meet two conditions; 
a.	 the bonds within the molecule an' polar, and 
b.	 the molecule has an asymmetric shape. 
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These conditions create an asymmetric charge distribution. NH), or ammonia, 
meets these criteria because 

a.	 the N-H bond is polar, since N is mort' electronegative than H, and 
b.	 the molecule is not symmetric, being a triangular-based pyramid with 

the N atom above the three H atunb. 

v~+~
 
H	 H 

(+)	 (+) 

Wrong Choices E:.;plainoo: 
(1) Being a gas is nol directly relevant to whether a molecule is polar or 

not. Man~' gases are; many are nol. 
(2) N-H bonds are polar. 
(3) N is a nonmetal: H, a metalloid. In any case, identifying the type of 

element is irrelevant to identifying polar molecules. 

16. 1 The degree of ionic character in a bond can be determined from the 
difference between the electronegativity values of the elements in the bond. 
These are given in Reference Table L The greater the difference in these 
electronegativity values, the more ionic is the bond formed, 

Choice Element Electronegativities Difference Ionic Character 

(11 oxygen 0-3.5 S - 2.5 LO greatest 
(2) chlorine CI = 3.0 S = 2.5 0.5 
(3) bromine Br = 2.8 S = 2.5 0.3 least 
(4) phosphorus P = 2.1 S = '2.5 0.4 

17. 3 Helium atoms have full outer electron shells. They do not normally 
give or receive electrons &om other atoms or from each other. Therefore, helium 
is inert and remains as single (monoatomic) atoms in the gas state. Since these 
atoms are not attracted to one another, there exists no bond to make them 
coalesce to form a liquid or solid. 

\ 
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..to ~ 

single He(g) atoms 8with no mutual {He 
attraction forces 

~ 
However, the electrons around each atom do revolve, thereby creating useak, 
tcmpomnJ charge flucttlatiot/s which can serve as the "glue" to form a liquid 
state under low t-l'l~pcratures, These relatively weak attractive fi'fces are known 
as van der Waals forces. 

Hd1r-..-.-a1orn., held togdhcr by
 
weak. partial, Huctuating
 
van der Waab chaq;t's.
 
(+)alllll-) 

Wrong Choices Explained. 
(1) Hydrogen honding rCS1J]h from hi~hly polar bond, that contain H as one 

atom. Here we are dealing with the PUTf" ele-ment helium, not hydrogen. 
(21 Covalent bonds art' formed by the sharing of electrons between two 

atoms, as in till' diatomic molecules H2, Clz, and 0z- As discussed above helium 
atoms are inert and monoatomic. and do not do this. 

(4) Ionic bonding begins when electrons are transferred to make (+ 1 and 
(-) ions. This does not occur with helium. 

18. 2 Hydrogen bonds are formed between molecules that contain some 
hydrogen. If the bond between the hydrogen atom and its partner is very polar. 
then the attractive forces between neighboring molecules will be strong. 

o(+) 5( -) Partial charges UX Hydrogen bonds 
H-X /1 between 
Polarized bond IIX--- HX' I molecules 
within molecule '\. " " I," ,

HX HX, , 
" " HX 
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The HI molecule above will have the greatest polarization ioitlun itsdf <IIlJ 
/wl/call its neighbors when element X has an clectroncgattvitv high enough to 
pull electrons closer to itselfthan to II. 

0(+) H ,Xl)(-) 

:\h>ms with high ulectroneganvitles also have small radii. t-.:ote, lor example. 
lhat Huorme (F\ has the lughcst electroueganvltv {-tU, [rom Reference Table 1.1 
and a small radius (0.72 A, from the Periodic Table) in fact, HF' Jot's have 
extremely strong hydrogen bond; between molecules. 

19. 3 Elements Within the same famrlv Icr groupl h..have in similar wavs 
because they have the same electron eonFi~\Iratioll ill tht:'ir outennost energy 
levels. M,l!; and Ca are both metals in Group IIA Oll Ihe Penodtc Table Notice 
that thev have similar outer .I~ orbitals. 

The o'ther pairs of elements ure not from tilt' same groups .rud so will not be 
similar in chemical properties 

20. 2 

10 NOnmelah f" Noble gases -H,
[~} 6 Metalloids <, 

N,C N 0 FBB, 

se I I 
81 Metals 

PoC, LI I 
Metal

mEEEB ~ 
loids 

21. 3 The halogen family is Group VIlA on the Periodic Table. 

2.2. L Reference Table r gives you the electroneganvines for these ele
ments: 

C 2.5 (lowest) 
F 4.0 
N 3.0 
o 3.5 

23. Z Nonmetals are poor conductors of electricity because they do not 
eestlv release their outer electrons as metals do. In other words. nonmetals 
require a lot of energy to release even a single electron--they have high ioni
zation energies. 
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This is continued by Hcference Table I, Nule thai the nonmetals have- ionJ -"-"-"=--'-.::_=--=--=--=--==----=:::::::::2	 .:..:,..

number of moles taken before dilution O..5lJ liter X 
zation energies from soo to 400 kcallrlloL Compare this to the metals, Whichl' 

12 ll~oles solutehal'" ionization energies primarily in the 00 to 200 kcaUmol range. 6 mole, 
I liter 

b. Calculate new molarity after dilution. 

rnaIarrtv· '" Icc"m"o"I",:,,::oCf-:'C""IU"',,':::;C 6 moles = 6 molar 
. liten of solution marie =~
 

Choke Gronp
 

(1) IA	 29. 4 This is a "volume-volume" gas problem. One result of Avogadro's s	 I
(2)	 , Law is that the volumes of gases in a gas reaction (at constant pressure) arc ino 

~2p~	 the same rano as the coefficients in the balanced equation. (3) VIA	 6 " 
(4) IV..... rp2	 4 A. Balanced equation. 4l\H](gi + 5U~gj --> 4r-iO{!!:) - 6H~O:g; 

b. ~ole ratios: 4 5 4	 6 <- Id t· I 
2..). 4 To say that an d~mellt b<15 a ~·rystallin", strudur<' i~ to imply tha(/ c. Ga5 volume ratios: 4 :5 4 6 <- '-'II lea 

it's u solid. Under normal conditions. such as STP, iodine is a solid, bromine] d. Gas volumes given 
is a liquid, and Huorine and chlorine are gases. ; in problem: x 40. liters 

e Set up rattes: 5 4 
26. 2 x 

d. Fe~O, Fe mass: 2 x 56 (at. wt.] 
40. litcn3 x 16 f. Cross-multiply: 4(X) 20(] liters

formula mas~ X SO. liters of Oz(g) requerd 
OX~'gt:ll ",ass

h. % oxygen, by mass '" I	 x 100
formu a mass :}() 1 Avogadro's Law states that 1 mole of any gas at STP will occupy 22.4 
4X aml! liters. This rs the basis for our solution.% oxygen > "I'. lOO
 
160amu
 a. Calculate the moles of He in the sample
(3}16) 00o---xl 
(lO'l(16) atomic weight of He = 4amu 

so 1 mole of He = 4 grams3
=o-xlOO=30% 

10	 mas~ ,i:iven '00,number of moles = 0.500 mole He mass of 1 mole ... VV glmol
27. 4 Obtain the formula mass of LiF 

b. Use Avogadro's Law. 
Li	 '" 7amu 

volume of gas == number of ruojes (at STPI x 2~. 4 htersfmol F"" 1.9amu 
volume = 0.500 mole He X 22.4 liters/moleLiF - 26 ~mu 
volume'" 1l.2 liters 

Therefore, I mole of LiF will have a mass of 26 grams. 
Now solve for the number of moles actually given. 

31. I A catalyst speeds up a reaction's rate by making it easier for the 
mass gh'en 39 g reactants to come together. The energy needed to start the reactants is called 

number of moles = f 1 1.5 mob LiF 
the activation energy, which the catalyst changes. Without the catalyst the 
reaction would prOlYl':d at a slower rate. However, the potentia] energy of the 
reactants and products, and the net heat of the reaction, are the same with or 

mass (I J rno e 26 Wmol 

28. , without the catalyst. 
a Calculate the number uf moles ill the solution taken befon" dilution. 

The standard diagram of energy eh"ngn during a memil'al reaction shows 
12-molar solution = 12 moles of solute/each liter of solution '. these concepts. 

> 

, 
l 
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760 torr	 900 torr 

These ire the 
same with or 
catalyst 

Catalyst changes 
I ~ this activation 

energy 

~ 

" "0'"
~o/. \i"'\ 

ca t \\ 

Reaction Coordinate (e.g., rime} ; 

- -0._ P.E. of reactance 1 

Potential 
Heal of reaction 

energy I 
.............. J	 P.E. of producucn
 ! 

32. 4 Reference Table G shows] mole of each of these materials burnroe ! 
(Q.\idizing) to product' CO2\g) and H20it'). The !!H value tells how many ktlo
calories are released in this process. The negative sign (-) in front of the Ii.H 
values means these reactions are all exothermic (they release heat', Clearly, 
CAH I2Ois) releases the largest amount of heat, 669.9 kcal/moi. 

I 
i, 

3.1 4 Energy is \wing absorbed in thi~ r..action, By definition, that lllake> f.	 ,
it endothermic. ,I , 

I 
Wrong Choices Explafned; t 

(11 Exorhemnc reactions release l-nergy as a product. That's not the east' ill i 
this reaction, which requires energy' as a rPHda,,!.
 

(:!oj. (31 These are not even feasfbk- ch"k'" since thev have the wrong word
 
matched to the pnx'cs~ de-crilx-d. . . 

Remcmlwr EXO "0111- :!: cne-rjrv released as a product 
E:-.JDO "in =0 t'nergv absorbed as a reactant 

I
 
,14. 3 The rate of a reacuon depends on several factors, induding: how 

often molecules or atoms lollide with one anllther Bv increasinJ!; the pressure 
on a ga, <'ystfclll, the molecules or atoms arc "xqueezcd" doser, so they collide 
more frClluentlv. This makes their rare of reaction Increase 

Tlus is analogous to reaction, betwr-cn solutions of compounds. which go at . 
a faster rate if the concentration of solutions is increased. Increasing the pressure ; 
on a gas is like increasing its concentration, ill moles/liter. 

I I IL
 
c/>: r/
(. ~~ f
 

Lower pressure, 
less frequent collisions. 
lower reaction rate 

l~~'~~
 
Higher pressure. 
more frequent collisions. 
higher reaction rate 

35. 4 In general, an eqUilibrium ctmstant will thangl;' only with all increase 
in temperature. The concentration of reactants or products and the pressure 
may be adjusted, causing a shift in the equilibrium amounts present but the 
equtltbnum constant will not have changed. Only tr-mperarure changes the 
constant 

In this specific example, we have a very msoluhlc material, AgCI(~), which, 
nevertheless, does dissolve to a tiny extent as ions. 

AgCI(s) o=J' Ag+(aq) + C1-(aq) 

In thi, case the equilibrium constant is modified and becomes a solubility prod 
uct constant. 

K'a'" K". =	 [AG+][CI-} without a denominator 
[ ] hnl.ckets mdtcate chemical concentration in moll;'siliter 

All increase in temperature will permit more mules of AgClIS) to dis~olve <L_ 

ions, so the K,,, will change, 

Wrong Choices Explained: 
(11, (21 Changing the concentration PI' either Ag ' or Cl" will cause an 

opposite shift in the concentration of the other ion. This is called the common 
ion effect. However, the K,~ equilibrium constant will remain the same through
out the shift. This can he illustrated by the Iollcwmg equations' 

K", '" [Ag+][CI-] or IAg+]rCl-1 or IAR+I[CI-j 

T1~centratio~ch may 
shift, but not 
their product K",. 

(3) Pressure causes shifts in gaseous systems hut like concentration. cannot 
change the ~ of those systems. In this solid/ion equilihrium the pressure has 
no effect at all--either on K,.q or on equilibrium concentrations. 

•
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.36. 4 Acids ionize to release an H + ion. According to the Bronsted The
ory, adds donate protons-c-which is the same a, saying they donate H" Ions, 

HX +:! H+ -I x: 
The degree to which an acid ionizes is reflected in the K~q for the reaction, 
which for acids is designated as Kao 

[WIIX-J
«.; eo K" == [HX! 

An acid that ionizes to a large extent will be "strong," because it releases a lot 
of H + Ions. resulting in a large A" value. 

Reference Table J givC5 the K" values for certain acids. 

Acid Ka Relative Strength 

HN02 5.1 x 10- 4
 

"2S 1.0 X 10-7 weakest (small ..st Ka )
 

CHJCOOH 1,B x. 10- 5
 

"3P04 7.1 X 10- 3 strongest (largest K.,.)
 

37. 2 

leone. of product ions] [H+1!:-.lO?-j
K. -

[cone. of remaining acid] ["'0,1 

38. 3 The pH scale is defined so that pure water (at zsaC) bas a pH of 
7.00. The reason for this comes from the amount of ionization in pure water: 

H.G ;:t H+ + OH
0.0000001 mole/liter O.COXXX)l mole/liter of each 
will ionize. of these is produced. 

Therefore, the concentration of H+ in pure water is 0.0000001, or 1 x 10 
mole/liter. 

pH ~ -log(H+) 
plI _ -log (I x 10- 7) ~Iog (lo-l -,-7) ;:; 7 

39. 4 Mg is ;l. fairly ,~tive metal and readily wach with mosl adds II} 
release hydrogen. 

Mg + 2HCI(aq) ...... ~~12 + H~ 

The other metals, Au (gold), Ag (silver), and Cu (copper], are relatively un
seacnvc with acids. 

Reference Table L confirms this. The reduction potcnnal for Mg2+ is l.-..ver 
than that for H ". while the reduction potentials for the ions of the other atoms 
are higher than that of H + . 
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Standard Electrode/Reduction 
PotentiaJ, in volts 

Au" t + ae" ...... AU(s) EO "" 150 
Ag· + e " ...... Ag(s) EO == 0.80 
Cus ' + 2e - ...... Cu(s) EO == 034

EO 2H+ + 21"- - Hig) ' - 0.00 
Mg2+ + ze" ...... Mg(s) EO '" -2.37 

If Au, Ag, or ell were to react with H~ , each would form its corre"!lOn<!ing 
ion. But these ions would recapture the electron more readily than the H+ ion 
could, so it could not be reduced to H2. In other words, Au, Ag, and Co wilJ 
not give electrons to H'" , and so :10 reaction can occur between them and the 
acid. However, Mg~+, WIlen formed in the reaction, will not compete with H~ 

for the electron. In other words, Mg(s) will react with adds 

40. 3 Conjugate pairs are any two species (molecules or tons) that arc 
converted into one another by a mere gain or 10s~ of H'" . 

I I 
HCI.,::! H- + CI- Conjugates 

In the full equation there are two such conjugate pain. 

t I I I 
HC] + H20 ~ H3 0 + + CI- Conjugate acid-base pan-s 

Wrong Cbnj~s Explained: 
(I) HCI donates an H+ during the forward reaction; H1 0 + donates ,jn H+ 

during the reverse reaction. Both are serving as Briimtecl acids, but they are 
not a conjugate acid-base pair. 

(2) Hel is giving its H'" to H20 in the forward reaction. We sa) the Hel 
is'lCting as the add and the 1120 h ~t"ting as the base. This i5 an acid-base pail, 
but not a conjugate acid-base pair, because they are not formed from one an
other by an H + exchange. 

(4) H~O aP('l'>pts, an H+ during thc forward reacliull; CI' accepts an H' 
during the reverse reaction. Both are serving as Bronsted bases, but they are 
Mt a conjegate acid-base pair. 

III Stlmmary: 

Hel + H20 -+ H:P+ + CI- (fi)lward reaction) 
Bri;nsted Bronsted 
acid base 

HCI -- + C[ - (revers", reaction] + H20 H.10+ 

Bronsted Bron,tcd 
acid b~, 

41. 2 Write the underlying half-reactions of this balan(.-.:d, ion cquatiou. 

5n2 + ~ SOH + 2c - (oxidatiun) 
2FeJ + + ze- ...... 2F",2+ (reduction) 
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l\ute that for r"'PrI Sll~+ ion there art' :2 l:'kctmns lust during oxidation. So, 
for 1 mole of Stl~' " :2 moles of ['ledrons will be 1.1-;1, 

·H 3 The molecule must add up to he neutral (U charger. The OXidation 
numbers of H and 0 are standard: + 1 and - 2, respective1~" we solve for ."I; 

H 2SO.. 
2(H) + S + 4(OJ = 0 

2(+1) + S + --1(-:2) = 0 
:2 + S - tI = 0 

S - 6 = 0 
S = 6 

43. 1 Write tht.' underlying half-reactions ofthis balanced equation. Begin 
by assigning the oxidation number to each atom of the equation. This helps you 
spot the changes in number for some of the elements involved. 

I r,	 I 
~l-I .'-2 +2-1 +1-20 

4 H C} T ~ln 02 - Mn c', + 2 Hz ° + ci, 
Oxidation; :2 CI- I of the 4 Cl " I appear to haw changed. 

2Cl- 1 _ CI~ + 210'-
Reducuen:	 the single MnH ion appears to have changed.
 

Mn H + 2e- -----'> Mll"'~
 

We see that manganese has been reduced since 
a. its oodauoo number was reduced from +4 to +2, and 
b. it gUined electrons, a change that i~ the heart of reduction. 

Wrong Choice$ Explained; 
(2\, (3) These are not even feasihlo choices since they match the words 

"reduced" and "oxidized" with the wrong oxidation number changes. 
"Reduced" means the oxidation numbers decreased. 
"Oxidized" means the oxidation numbers increased, 

These choices have it backward. 
(4! This choice is correct in stating that a change from +:! to +4 would 1)(' 

oxidation; however, it is not true of the manganese in the gi\('ll equation. As 
seen aillwe, it was the chlorine that was OXidized, for it~ oxidation number went 
from -ltoO. 

44, 3 Write the underlying haifreadioilS. 

" Oxidation. :2Na -----'> lNa+ + 2,,

" Reduction, 2H t + 2<>- -----'> H! 

The Nu is oxidized, the H + (in the H~O) is reduccd. 

40 

45. 1 Note oxidation number changes and write the underlying balf-reac
tions. 

o +2 

Oxidation 3 Cu _ :3 Cu + Se"
 
Reduction; Two of the nitrogens in the 8 HNO'J are changed You mustde

termine lor yourself thai N within the HNOJ (within the NO J- ion) has an
 
oxidation number of +5. 

.,H 

2 N + ee- -----'> 2 N (within NO)
 
(Within HNO)
 

The N +5 ion was reduced: however, the agent that allowed it to obtain electrons 
was the CUD that losl electrons. The CUD is called the reducing agent. Note that 
it was itself oxidized. 

Heductng agents (here Cu'" Me oxidized.
 
Oxidizing agents (here N -t-~) are reduced.
 

46. 1 The reduction half-reaction is 

Cu+ Z + e: ~ Cu+! 

One electron is needed to reduce one ion of Cu + 2, Therefore, 1 mole of elec
trons is needed to reduce 1 mole of Cu " 2 ions. 

47. .2 Isomers of a compound have the same empirieal formula, but dif
ferent structural formulas. 

Choice Structural Formula Empirical Fonnula 

Original compound CH 3COOCH3 C2HeO z - CHP 
(1) CH30CH,~ C2HeO 
(2) CHaCH2COOH CJH50 Z = CHJO 
(3)	 0CH3COCH3 CJH 6 

(4) CHJCH zCH30H CJH~O 

The empirical formulas for the original compound and choice (2) are the same, 

48. 4 This is an addition reaction. The triple bond is opened, allowing 
places for 4 atoms to join the molecule. 

Br Br 

I I	 I I 
H---<::==C--H + 2Br~ -----'> H-C-C-H + 4Br -----'> H-C-C-H ,I I	 I I 

Br Br 

The answer can also be determined by the fact that "2Br~" is given in the 
equation. These 4 Br atoms must appear somewhere in the product(s) of the 
reaction. Only choice (4) shows 4 Br atoms, thereby balancing the equation. 



,
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49. 1 These symbols represent the benzene ring. The first symbol is a 
shorthand way of writing th- Kekule structure: 

H 
I 

H C H
 
-, / -, /
 

c c 
I II C~H6' Kekule structure 
C C 

/ ~ / -, 
II C H 

I 
H 

After this structure W3-S proposed, it was discovered that the dedroll) in the 3 
double bonds are not actually localized (fixed) on any carbon atoms. They de
[ocauze , OJ spread. over the whole rin~. This gave rise to the second symbol 
for benzene, 

H 

I 
H C H, / , / 

C C 
delocalized electronsI I C6H6 , 

/ 
c, / 

C,
H C H 

I 
H 

Wrong Choices Explained: 
(2) Methane is CH 4 and contains only single bonds 

H 
I 

H-e-H Cb, 
I 
H 

(.1) Acetyltcnc is the cummercial name for ethvne. C~H2' which Ic strai~ht 
chained and contains a triple hondo 

I-I-(~C-H C2H~ 

(4) Cyclopropane is a ring, but contains IInl} single bonds ln-rweeu ib fifjC 
carbon atoms 
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II n 
,I

H C H 
, / 'I 

C C-H 
H/I I 
H-C---C-H C,,,H IO

1 I 
H H 

50. 2 Saturated hydrocarbons contain only single bonds between carbon 
atoms. The suffixes of fhf' f'Ompound harne< tell you wh<l.t honds dTl;' tHeM'])1 in 
the compound. 

Choice Name Structure 

,1) ethene double bond 

"cene" indicates we presence VI:< 
.. H, /

C=c 
/ " 

II 

H H 
It H 
I I 

(2) ethane "cane" indicates only jingle bonds H-C-C-H 

I I 
H Ii 

(11 ethylene another name for ethene 
1'1 ethyne "vyne" indicates the presence of a H----csc-H 

triple bonn 

51. 3 r:"H2~_2 is the general formula for the alkyne series, in which C~H2 

is the first member. Choice [I}, CnH,,, looks temptlnglv correct, hilt It's not 
appucable fur till;' rest of the series: C,H., CH6 • C,Hb _ 

52. 3 Th" molecules will be squeezed into ;1 sllJallcr volume. hut their 
numbers will not change. Molecules can't dlsappE'Jr, 

.5,1 2 wa, an incr"asc in temperature ilion' water molecules Witt evapo
rate as they receive the energj- necessary break fret' of the bonds holding t[) 

them in the liquid state, In the gas state these molecules have more random 
motions than the}' did when ill the liqlJid slate. This increase in randomness is 
what an entropy increase i.~ defined as, 

25°C More molecules inwei' ~
 gas slate lead to 
higher entropy.\
 

H,O 
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.'54. 1 The product of the concentrations of Ba!+ ions and SOi - ions must 

remain constant. 

K,r' =' a ClllI,;tan! = [B3'+JlSUi-

If !B~Z+ ) is increased, then !scf,-] must decrease in the same proporuou &) 

the product or both remains constant. 

K,I' ~ [Ba;<- ](50]" 

See II!sO question 35. 

....e:; 1 More H10 + ions mean a more acidic solution. The pH sl'aJ" is 
designed Sf> that stronger acids have slTlalkJ pH numbers 

---------••~	 Stronger adds, more 
H30 + jOlls 

Neutral 

~	 1 • 
14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 

56. 2. This (111+"5Iion describes the boiling of water at l(X)0c. Heat energy 
is needed to boil the water. This ener~l' allows Ilwlft:ules to break he rJ the 
bonds hoJdilll!; 11,em together as a liq~,id and become "freer" as a gas. This 
energy does net make tlw steam hotter than the hoiling water; IlOth an' lit 

lfJf?G. Since the heat energy (lid 110\ rause the kinetic energy of the water 
molecules to change, it mu,t have gone into Increasing the potE'ntial energy of 
the molecules. 

0 • 0 •• • .
• •••

• 0 0 0 0 

0 • 0 • . • 

HlO(s:) at lOQ"C (same 
K.E., higher P.E.) 

water
 
HJO(lj ar lOO"C
 

Energy being 
added 

,
 

PART TWO 

Crollp I-Matter and Energy 

57. 1 The partial pre.~.\ur(:' vf a g"'~ can be
 
l'aku]atH! from ;,~ moll;' [radiIJn.
 • 

o
•o =H2 

J mole of hydro~t'n 
+ 3 molt's of heIJum • --"He • 

'1 moles of gas in Bask o • 
•
• •0 

• •1 mole of h\'drogf"ll 
~ ..'fole &adion of hydrogen = I . 1 = U.2.5
 

4 mo es of gas, tota
 

h. Partial pressure of hydrogen = mole fraction x total pressure 

PH' = 0.25 x 400 torr 
PHf = 100 torr 

58. 3 One mole is defined as 6.02 x IQ23 molecules, just as one dozen 
eggs is defined as 12 eggs. The nitrogen here has only 1.5 x 10"" molecules, 
which is a fracnon of a mole. 

1.5 x IOU molecules 
amount of nltTlJgeu = 0 "" 1 1 I '- = 0.25 mule

6. 2 x JIJ- rno ecu es'more 

Any material haVing this same number of moles must have that same number 
of molecules, Il<lilldy, 1.5 x lQ23. Choice (3) is the anSWl'r !IN'all,e it also 
contains 0.25 mule. That it mentions 0 1 is irrelevant, just as the H • He, and 
Ne named in the other chokes are irrelevant. Unly the moles matter2 . 

59. 4 "Fusion" means melting: (s)""" (f~. Ifyou didn't know Ibis, ron might 
recall that "heat of fusion" is the name applied tu the heat needed to melt 
materials, lik(> i('f>. Or you could get the answer hy eliminating the other choices. 
which are clearly wrong. 

Wrong Choi~es Explained< 
(li Condensation means (g)...,.. (f). 
(2), (3r Vaporization and evaporation both mean {f)_(~. 

44 
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60. 1 The gas laws, such ;l~ Charles' Law, Boyle's Law, and 

PI""1 P~V, I . II ... I I·· Th b havi f II'-- ~ ---, are tee unca y ror I( ea gases. e e avjors 0 most rea gases
T, Tz 

can be adequately (but not perfectly:: calculated by these equations. Here an' 
the different'es between ideal and real gases. 

Ideal Gases Real Cases 

a. 

b. 

Molecules are mere points, 
having no volume contribution 
10 Ih", lot..l valuml;' of the gas 
Molecules of the gas have no 
mutual attractions between 
themselves. 

a. 

b. 

Molecules themselves occupy a 
small fraction of the volume. 

attracuce forces exist between 
molecules in varying: degrees. 

If the temperature of a real gas is high, then the attradive forces between 
molecules will have a proportionally diminished effect because the molecules 
have a hight.'r "docity, whiltc the attractive rorces have remained constant. If 
the pressure of a real gas is low, then the molecules are further apart, so their 
attractive forces are lessened and their own volumes are even le~) of the total 
volume These two conditioll~, high temperatures and low pressures, cause a 
real gas to behave most like an ideal gas. 

Ideal Gas Real Gas 

.. ,, ..., .:,......._. \\
 ." •I' ,.
" .\: , ' 

"
•

" 
" 
"

'.:....- ... 
Molecules an: points, with Mol«:ule~ have measurellble 
no attractive forces. volumes; anrecuoes exist 

between neighbors. 

Real Gas ae High T 
andlowP 

." 
" ' 

/ ' 
Fewer molecules mean less proportion of the " , ,~/ 

, , lotal volume., ,, ,
Molecules further apart mean less attractive '.' 
forces between them. ,/., 
Faster motion means attractive forces are / ' / I diminished in their effects. 

/ ' 
.' ,I,

Result: Behavior closer 10 an ideal gas. • 

Fewer molecules nlean less pr<Jportion of tlU' tntal volume. 
Molecules further apart mean less attractive forces between them. 
faster motion means attractive forces are diminished in their dfects. 

Result: behavior closer to an ideal gas. 

61. 2 The volume and pressure pf <In ideal gus an' invl;'rsel~, proportional. 
Curve B shows such a relauonship. 

JL
 
Pressure 

Wrong Choices Ex.plained: 
II) Curl'<'.4. i1,'\(-rihf"s II aired relationship. As one variablt- incrf";l>cs, the 

other variable also increases, though not by the same proportion. This particular 
curve might represent a square-root relation. 

'lc=
, 
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(3) Curve C descrthcs a dil~'d proportionality. A~ OIl<" vartabk- inereaH'5. A longe-r approach would be tu write out the electron conhguratrous for the
the other increases hy the same proportion. The relationship between VO!tlIDl' choices: 
and mass of a lrqutd might he an example described by thi~ tvpe of curve. Choice !'iumher of Electrons Electron C'U1figumtioll 

M'''~
 
Volume of liquid 

(4) Curve D describes a constant. The value of the rf variable doev not 
change if the x variable is changed. This IS true, for example, of the value of all 

cquilihrium constant if pressure is varied. 

V'IU'~
 
of KegL 

Pressure 

Group 2-Atomic Structure 

dement with atomic 
llulliher 10 
,:11 ~a 

(21 Nil' 
i3) CI 
(4) C]

10 

II 
10 (one res> than N,t! 
17 
18 (one more than CI) 

1,1,22s.l2p"
 

1' ] " _l 9P'O ' 1 same~

. ,"'" w ,J. 

L.sl 2.r2pb 

lS22s22pfi3s.2:lp-' 

1.~22s,22pfi3.r3p" 

64. 4 Electron dot svmbols show the outer, valence electrons onlv. These 
, outer electrons can be only in the ,j or IJ orbitals. becamt' d and f orbitals are 
t always within an outer (valence) shell of s or p electron, ln other words, dot 
t pictures can be translated into orbital notation. l~sill~ the periodie table we 
i make a visual inspection to see if any of the orbital notations in the question 
i match a known metalloid. 

Dot Equivalent Orbital Any Metalloid with
 
Choice Symbol Notauon Same Notation

(l!~ X· 1\"0, this destgnatcs the activo metals of " Group lA, (tS"e note) 
(2)	 X: No, this desi~J.tes He and Group IlA" metals, 

(3) :X:	 ~,2p6 No, this designates Group 0 inert ~a~(;', 

62. 3 The three fundamental particles of chemtstrv are the electron, pro- .	 from Ne down. 
ton, and nelllnlll Their exact masses are given below. For most purposes their 
masses are rounded off to 0, 1, and 1 amu, respectively, for e, p, and n. For 
most purposes the proton and neutron an' regarded as havin~ the same mass, 
1 amu. The dl,tl.urun is not a fundamental particle, hut the nucleus of deuterium: 
(an isotope of hydrogen), and consists of a proton together with J neutron. Its 
mass is 2 amu. 

Particle E",act Mass, in am\l 

electron o.oooss 
proton 1.00728 
neutron 1.00867 
deuterium [n + p) 2,01595 

; symbol of H with it, one S1 electron. And on the Periodic Table, hydrogen is Exact Mass, in grams 
i surrounded by a heavy-lined box, which means that it, too, tan be considered 

9.11 x 10 28 

1.670 X 1O-·2~ 

1.672 X 10- 2 -1 

3.342 X 1O- l 1 

6;l. 2. ,,\ quick approach is to note that the element with atomic number 
10 will have 10 dl:"-,trons, while Na (atomic number l I] will haw II electrons. 
If Na should give away one electron, the Na " ion that results will have only 10' 
electrons remaining. SlJ, the electron L"Unfiguration of Na" must be identical 
to that of the element with atomic number 10. 

element with atomic number 10 10('- } same number 
Na" ion = Na atom -	 te- = l Ie " - 1", lilt' - of electrons 

(4)	 . X· ~'11 Yes, the clement As (atomi<:: number 
33), which is a metalloid ill Group VA, 
ends with 4s~4p1 

* Note: This may have been <I misleading question. Choice (1) could be the dot 

a metalloid, Choice (4), however, was the official answer. 

65. 2 Fluorine (utornn- number 9) must have 9 electrons whether it is in 
the ground state or in an excited state, Choices (3) and (4) arc automatically 
eliminated hecauce they show 10 electrons. 

Choice (I) is the ground stale of F: (s2zs~p''j
 
Choice (2) is an excited state of F: ls22s 12pfi
 

III the elicited state, one electron lfrom the 2s level) was promoted upward (til 
the 2p level). 

1.r2.rJ2ti"" One electron promoted 
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66. 1 According to Rt'ferenre Table F, the half-life of radio~ctive .J2p ill -W-'-"-"-'-C-h-"Ci~-'-E-.-p1-.-;-n-e-d-' ------'----------------'-' 
14.3 days. This means that after each 14.3 days only half of the prCYIO\lI amount It) Ionic eoltds arc composed of an enormous lattice of + and - ions. All 
ofnp remains. i ions are attached equally to their neighbors in one giant molecule or lattice. 

Time Passed in days Amount Ofllp Left, in ~rams f NllC] is an example. The ionic bonds in ionic solids are very strong, 

'd.f start 3Z I I I 
14.3 16 -Na+~CI-~Na+- Strong ionic 
28.0 8 i I I bonds in a giant 

442.9 ---C1--Na+ --el-- lattice of ions
257.2 I I I

71.5 
(2) In network solids. nefghbcnng molerub Me joined by actual covalent Tht, can also be colved by formula. 

bond,. by actual sharing of electrons. This makes them somewhat stronger than time 7l.Sdavs
n = number cf half-lives passed ----" =5 molecular solids, which bond not by covalent bonds, but by weaker polarized 

half-life 14.3 days . attraction. Quartz, made from SiOz molecules, is an example of a network solid. 
I , (3) Most solid metals such as Cu, AI, Mg, Na. ana Li, are memlltc solids. amount remaining (orij;!inal sampleld-i" = (32 gi(!!" == (32 fl,Ki!l = 

The atoms of these metal eleme'lts are hdd to each other because thev com
pletely exchange their outer electrons. These freely transferred electro~s formCroup 3---Bonding , a "sea of charge" that holds neighboring atoms together. This also explains why 

67 1 Tlw preSCn{'e and strength of ionic bonds in a compound can bd metals can conduct electricity well,
 
determined from the eleclrone~ativity differences between its atoms, ,"" differ~
 
cnce of 1.7 or greater indicates ionic bonds.
 Outer electrons arc 

Electronegativlty Difference.., • Ollter delocalized in a "sea 
ChQiee Compound Obtained from Reference TallIe I electron of electrons" handing 

(11 NaBr ~.~ - 0.9 = 1.9 the metal atoms 
(2) HB, 2.8 ~ 2.1 = 0.7 
(3) Orl-:,mie compounds are generally C6Hl~On 

covalent. 
3.5 - 2.5 = 1.0 polar C(lvalem(4\ CO~ 

08. 2 To 'nave a nonpolar covalent bond, the electronegativity diffcreno: iO. 3 H. N, and Br represent atoms. These elements do not remain single 
ruust be 0 TIli, occurs only when identical atoms share electrons. as is true ~ at STP conditions. They join with themselves to form the diatomic (2-atom) 
diatomic Inolec(llc~ like F

j
> C12, H", and 02' The (,1eetrolwl!ativity differeIK'~ molecules H2 , f',;2' and Brz. The element krypton, however, being inert, does 

l:H'lween atoms in the other choices will he ~eater than 0 but [e..;s than 1." not bond even with itself. Kr atoms are also molecules, 
Thcir honds ",,'ill be polar envalent. The fonnula foe II. molecule ofgas identifies the structure of the gas at speclfled 

"lOCI , I I wil conditions of temperature and pressure. heel' at STP, A krypton molecule is I dfi9 4 When nie; temperature IS I0\\ enocgn \ .,' wa er mctecuu'v . I "- h d ' db' I I HTh I ds til h Id nei"~: simp y I'U; Y rogen, nitrogen, an romme rno ecu es are 2' N2 , an Br2,II I I " form a crystalline arrangement we cu so u icc. e )011 S l<l 0 ~ ..: I
' ' II h' respec..ve y.boeing molecules uf water together an- Oil I\ moderate III streng~, em,!!; pn 

marilv hydrogen bond, betwl'cll molt-cull'S. This IS the essence of a nw/ecllln: 
"o/id:'Jll~leclll{·s bound \0 each other hy moderate attractive f\Jf~es. Th~' molt"; 71. 4 A H-o bond is slightly polar covalent because the electroneganvltv 
culL', are close 10 one another but they have not lost thl'lr Identity as .sqlaratf, difference between ° and H is 3.5 - 2, I = 104. A G---S bond is nonpolar 
tndlvidual molecules. . covalent because the two elements have the same eleerronegsnvmes, 2.5 

2.5 = O. Water molecules will therefore be polar. while carbon disulfide mole
,HzO, ,H20, I. cules will benonpolar. And water molecules will have attractive forces that huld " ",':', Weak van der Waals and polar bonds j them together as a solid or liquid, while CS2 will have no such intermolecule H,O----H I ,H,o

; 20'0' ,0 ,attractions That's why water does not vaporize to the extent that CS2 does. 
I I ,1-12, I H20 has a low vapor pressure, CS2 has a high vapor pressure. 

HzO---- H~O" 'H20 

., 
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Wrong Cbcices Explalnerl, ... ~i73. 1 The metals of Group lB. are aho known as alkaline earth metals. 
(I, H20 is actually a smaller molecule thJn CS2• but SI;!,,: 1.\ not th: 1,5 g is in that group, together with Be, Ca, Sr, and Ba. 

here. Molecule size can be estimated ming the covalent atounc radius given 
the Pencdir Table. Remember that tbe atom diameters below are lu:ia! rong Choift"s E~plained: _. 
radius given in the table. (2) Zn is in Group liB. All the B-group elements are known as transition 

H20 CSz ~emenL>. _ 
(31 Li is in Group IA. These are known as alkali metals 

H 0 ·,H s=('=s 

~ese 

74. 4 To become an 82 - ion, the SO atom must gain two dtX:trons, 
/ SO + ze- -.. 52"

• • • • ese !wo dedrons go into the two openings oftht' outer 1p snhlf'v'-'/ of sulfur. 
-, / SI) = h.2.,y22pf>:3~3p4 

S2- = l:S.z.s22pl;,1Y23p~ 

l.. .. ',01 .. 101 ~ ...Ira two electrons will incrclI.Se the .-epulsivc fon-es hetwf't".n all the 

• 
~ 

~ 

X 
P 
0 

" II 
0 

~ 

r- 
• 

N 
X 
0 
C> 
N 
II

s: 
~ 

~ N 
X X 
0 -~ 
0 N "II 

N - " ~ 
~ ~ " 

2.74A 

N
 
X
 
0 
~ 
~ 

II 

<. 
~ 

5.62..4. 

N 
X 

e 
N 
II 

"
N 

(2) H 20 is actually smaJlt'r in molecular mass than CS 2. This suggests th 
it should vaporize more c;lSily, but it doesn't--be<;amc Llf the attractiv~ born 
holding H20 molecules to each other. 

H20 = 2 + 16 = l!jamu 

CS~ = 12 + 32 + 32 = 76amu 

(3.1 Neither H20 nor CS:!. has ionic bonds within ur between its molecul 

Group 4-Periodic Table 

T?. 2 

Period Diatomic Elements 

1 H, 
2 N2, O~, and F~ 
3 ci, 
4 B" 

ter electron... so that the ~ and 3p sublevels will be slightly swdled. or 
:panded, in sue. 
In summary, the S2- ion has a lar~er radius because it has more electrons 
,II the· s- <I(UIU, 

75. 3 Transition metals, which are located in the B groups on the Periodic 
'able, usually give colored ions in solution. for example. CU2 T is blue, Fe J 

+ 

rust red, Ni2 is green, Mn7+ is dark purple, and Crh is dark green.-T 

Cruup 5--MatheJllatics of Chemistry 

77. 1 The easiest way to handle this question is Simply to find the molecule 
ith ma~s 16: 

CH 4 "" 12 + I + I + 1 + 1 "" 16 

re other~ are much heavier than 16, and, ill fact, none of them reduces til an 
:mpirkm formula ofCH4 . , 

78... One molecule of CAH 120ri dearly contains 12 atoms of hydrogen.
 
erefore. 1 mole of this material has in it 12 moles of hydrogen.
 
Here's an analogy. If a box contains 6 hamburger rolls. how many dozen rolls
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are held by a dozen h(J\t' ..~ Answer. 6 dozen rolls, Of course, altogether there 
would be (6 x 12) = 72 rolls. The question didn't ask how many rolls there 
are, however, hut how manv dozens of rolls. 

Similarly, this chemistry question doesn't ask how many molecules of hydro
gen there are. but how many m(lk~ of hydrogen there arc. There are 12 moles 
of H atoms; this does mean there arc 12(6,0 x 102.3) atom" !>fhydrogen, hut 
that's not asked for by the qUE'stio;m, Choice (2) is wrong lor this particular 
question. 

84. 2 Memorize the equation: JiG = i1H T 6.5. Here is one interpreta!ion of this equation. 79. 2 One mole of any gas at STP occupies 22.4 liters, If we know tbe 
mass of 22.4 liters nf the gas. then we'll have it~ mole mass, which, in turn, is .G	 .H T 6.Salso its molecular mass, Energy that is "&ee" to Heat energy released Energy lost to the . 2,0 g 224 liters g drive a chemical by the reaction, increased randollJIll'ss a. Mole mass of this gas = -1.- x J = 44.8 -,  reaction spontaneously.Iter mo e	 mo c of the molecules. 

b. Molecular mass must be 44.8 amu, which rounds hi 45 amu. 

85. 3 A K,~ expression contains only the concentmtion terms of the prod

80, 1
 ucts These concentration terms, [X), are raised to an exponent equal to the 

roefficient in the balanced equation: [xl,'O<rrk,~nt.
heat nb-orbed = (mass of wate-r) x [temperature change, in °C)
 

q = (m) x (6./)
 Mg(OHJ2 -----'>- Mgo!+ + 20H
q = (5 g) x ()5°C - WOe) 
q = (5 g) x (5°C) K,p = [M,li2+J[OH-j2 Coefficientl;.ecomes exponent. 

lJ = 25 ca! 
86. Reference Table K gives the K. for BaSO~ as 1.1 X 10- H'.
 

':II. 4 Obtain the atomic mass of each clement in 1 molecule of CgH 6 . 
p
 

carbon: 2 x 12 = Z4 arnu Groop 7-Acids and Bases 
hydrogen: 6 x 1 6 arnu 

carbon ma~~	 I 87, 3 RemernblO'r that an H· ion is the same thin~ a.\ a proton. Here we24 <lIllU = 4 
carbon hydrogen ratio = hydrogen mass 4; 1 see that one Willer molCi;ule donates a proton (H'" J. while the other water6 amu 1 [molecule accepts it, 

i 
Group ('.-Kinetlcs and Equilibrium	 , (ha.w·) (acid) 

.., H----(}-~H---. HP~ + OH
82. 4 This reaction shows the formation of I mole of the KCI directly frau; 

its elements.	 W 
transferredK(s) + !Clz(g) -. KC1(s) 

j Since water here acts as hath a proton acceptor and don<lr, it is said to be acfillR 
Reierence Table E presr-nts the energy mformatiou for such synthesis. or filT1both as a base and as an acid.	 ,Illation, reactions: 

potassium chlorid"" KCl(,)	 !:r.JJ'( = - 104.2 KcaUmol ; 88. 2 Onlr a basic solution will r:allse litmus to tum from red to bl W 
!:r.(;~. = - 97 6 Kcallmol t:tt. finJ which fine of these gases. when dis,olved in wut..r. forml abasn. ..' .i uuon. By st~ndaJ:J laboratory expel1lllents and by direct memor-ization of ,

ThE' 6.H \illmo' tells you how much heat I~ rl'lc'a~"J III dus reaction (the mm r~qlllred matertai, chemistry students will recognize that NH· ", h. 
sign me-ans the reaction is cxotherrnwl, th... j,G value tells vou that the rl'ilctio requiredgas.)'ammonia. IS t t
 

(X'CUf\' ~p<lnt'In~'ouslv (the nuuo-, \lgn means the reaction was spontaneous! .
 
Reactions are spontaneous onlv if j,C i~ negative. values for j,H IIr 6.S alonJ NH1 + H~O ----> NHlIH (u base)
 
arc not the determinants for ,,!~mtaneoll';llesS.	 IThl' othel l!:asl'~ torm acid solunons. 

l
: 
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Reference Tahles J and K can also be used to determine what is formed when Wrong Choices Explained: 
these gases are dissolved in, and thus react with, water. Reference Table J (21 NH + can give out a H+ ion, but cannot take one in. 
shows the extent to which they form acid solutions. t, 4 

Reaction 

H~S ---'" H+ + HS 
RaQ + 502 ---+ W.. + HSO.1 
H20 + CO2 ---+ H+ + HeO; 

NH3 ---+ H+ + NH~ 

NH:j - H+ + NH J (in Reference Table J)K"	 ! 

From this we see that H2S, 501' and CO 2 will form H + ions (add) to j: 
measurable extent. The NH 3 reaction is negliWb11'. since its K. is not en.nf 
measurable. So, NH 3 can't make an acid solution HOW{'Vl;'f. NH, can make at 
basic solution, as indicated in Reference Table K. 

NH.3(aq) + H20 -+ NH; + OH -	 ,,
89. 4 The best conductor is the acid thai ionizes most, releasing most H·l 

ions. This can be determined from Reference Table J. We need 10 nnd the acid~ 
with the largest 1(,. value. This is HN03 , whose K

Q 
is given as "very large." ,,

Wrong Choices Explained:	 I 
(1) C2H50H is ethyl alcohol. It does not ionize and socannot conduct de,.. ; 

tririty. I 
(2) CH3COOH is acetic acid. It does ionize 10 fonn H ~ ions, hut only to li 

small extent. Its K
Q 

value is given as 1.8 x 10- 5 in Reference Table J. : 
(3) is glucose. Like most organic compounds, it doesn't ionize analC6H l 206 

doesn't conduct electricity. 

90. 4 This product, [H 30+j{OH-j, is aJways 1 X 10- 14 . Its symbol is K.., 
Wrong Choice Explained: 

(3) This would be the [H 30+] in this solution. Rememhcr that [H 30+] and~ 

[H "] are equal, interchangeable terms. 1 
K. ~ (WIIOW) 

1.0 x 10- 14 "" (H+) (l x 10- 6) 

(1.0 x 10- l4) 
1 x 1O-~(H+) = (l x 10- 8) = 

91. 1 Amphiprotic ions can either give out or take in J. proton (which is i 
H + ion). Such ions can be located using Reference Table J because they appeal 
on two lines and two sides in the table: first as an acid, second as a base. ~ 
is true of HS04- . 

"'0' 
H~04 _ H+ + HSO:;; 

(reverse arrow from Reference Table M 
I..,idi 

HSO:;; _ H+ + SO~

1.0 X 1O~7 

1.7 x 10-: 
4.4 x 10-' 
very	 small, < 1O-3b 

I 

NH: + H' x- does not occur 

(3). (4) NO; and Cl" (an take in an H + ion, hut, since they obvi()\l';ly 
contain no H atoms, thev can't give out an H+ ion, 

Group 8--Redox and Electrochemistry 

9Z .. Once a chemical cell has reached equilibrium, there is no further 
chemical reaction occurring. No e1~dricity can he made, and so the voltage
is 0 

93. 2 Write the underlying half-reactions and ohtain their potentials from 
Reference Table L 

oxidation: 2AllJ __ 2AP'" +~ EO = + 1.66 (*see note) 
reduction, ·1CU H + se- _ 1Cu" E" = +0.34 

total EO = + 2.00 volts 
'<Vot~ 

a.	 This equation is the reverse of that printed in Reference Table L, which 
shows reductions. not oxidations. Therefore, EO here has the sign op
ponte to that indicated in the Reference Tahle, + 1.66 volts instead of 
- 1.66 volt. 

b.	 This equation is actually double the one that is printed in Rcl"erenee 
Tahle L The Cu H equation is triple the one given in Reference Tabk' 
L However, the e values are not changed. The same voltage, EO, is 
produced no matter how many times the equation and moles of reac
tants are multiplied. 

lH. 2 The half-reactions from the previous problem reveal that electrons 
are being grven out by the Alo and being u~",d IIp by the CuH ions. They travel 
through the wire from the Al electrode over to thc Cu electrode, then meet 
the Cu~'" from the solution 

Al 

~
 Electron
 
Flow
 

AIH 

c.	 

-



r
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95. 3 There are two ways to approach this problem.	 ~ 
Group 9=---Organic Chemistry 

a.	 Mg can replace a metal ion from solution only if the metal is less active~ 
than Mg. Ag (silver) is less active than M~, so Mg can replace Ag" iOnlf 97 4 A drhydroxy alcohul must contain two OH groups. Only C ..(OH)2 
from solution. i fits. 

2H 

II HMg + 2Ag+ --.-.. Mg2+ + ZAg 
I I 

b.	 From an electric potential approach, if the Mg is to react it must !:wI H~C-C-H
 

oxidized.
 I I 
MgO_Mgl'" + se- Oil OH 

The oxidizing agent must have a reduction potential greater than that of th~; Wrong Choices Explained: 
Mg2+ ion just formed, or else the Mg2 + ion will recapture the electrons given: ill,	 (3) These contain OH- groups, but they are not alcohols. They are 
off.	 From Reference Table L, [ inorganic bases, 

(2) C1H5(OH'l j is a trthydroxv alcohol called glycerol.
 
Ag< + .~-_Ag EO = +0.80 volt Stronger than Mg2 +
 

MgH + 2e-_Mg EO = - 2.37 volt H H H
 
Sr+ + 2e- ---> Sf EO = - 2.89 volt I I II
 

Ba2 + + ze" ---- Ba EO = - 2.90 volt Weaker than Mgz< H-C-C-C-H
 
+	 e- _ Liu· Eo = -300 volt I I ,
 

OH OH OH
 
Only Ag' has a reauction potential that can capture the electrons (rom Mg and: 
prevent Ml':h from retaking them. 98, 3 A primary alcohol has the OH group attached to a carbon atom which 

i.\ linked to one other C atom. This will be a C atom at the end 1)( a straight 
. chain. 

96, 1 When KBr is fused (melted), the K+ and Br " ions are free to migrate c 
toward electrodes. c-e-c-e c-e--e---c c-l-e 

OH
I

O~	 OH
I

Primary Alcohol Secondary Alcohol Tertiaru Alcohol 
OU on a C altach<-od to 1+	 OH On a C attached to 2 OH on'", C attached to 3 

, other C atom other C atoms other C atoms 

Choke (3):	 H H 
Monen KBr(1)	 I IK' H-C-C-OH 

! I 
H H 

OH on a C 
attached to just 
1 other C atom 

; Wrong Choices Explained:
 
At the negative electrode, elec At the positive electrode, elec
 ,	 II) This is an organic add. 
trons are picked up by the K+ trons are released by the Br ' (2) This i~ an aldehyde
 
ions, which is reduction. ions, which is oxidation.
 (4) This is a secondary alcohol. 
K'+e-_Ko	 2Br- _ Brz + ze : 

\ 
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W. 1 C'lH~(OH)) i'i ~lyt'eroL Its ICC name i~ l.::.;)-lrihydwwpropJlll· 
SeE' also cxplanatlou I;Jl choice (21 of question 97. 

Wrong Choices Explained: 
(2) Ethylene glycol is the common nume fUI" I,Z-dihydro\\f'lhalle. 

H H 
I I 

H- C - C-H C1HiOH)~ 

I I 
OIl OH 

(3)	 Propene is C3HB·
 

HUH
 
,, I ~ 

~ 

H-C-C=C 

I " H H 

i41 Propanoic acid is CzH"COOH. 

H H 0 
1 I /' 

H-C-C-e 
I I -, 
H H OH 

\()(l 2 Ketones have an 0 atom attached to some inner C atom.
 

Choice (I) elIJOH Choice (2) CH 3COCH1
 

H	 H H 

I	 I I 
n-e-H H-~fji1-~-H

I 
IilllJ	 HUJH 

Alcohol Ketone 

Choice (3) CH.1COOH 
Choice (4) CHJCOOCH3 

I /' H-1HEl
I -,

~ -, DB H H~ 

HifeJ	 / 

'Acid	 Ester 
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1111. 3 Sin,,,, these eomp(lunds art" all alkanes, th.. dt'drkal interactions
 
and atlra('lio(\~ between molecules are about equal. Therefore, the principnl
 
ddL'rlllinunt of boiling point will be molecular muss, Materials with :;maller
 
1ll00/nular masses boil "easier," at lower temperatures, because they need less
 
('m'f~r to be ejected from the liquid as a gas. Tlu- actual boiling pom t of e-ach.
 
taken from a reference hook, h shown in the table below for comparison.
 

Choice formula \-fass in amu Boiling Point. III °C 

(I) butane C~HIO 58	 -0,6 
(2) ethane	 30 - 88C2H h 

(:3) methane CH~ 16 -162 
(4) propane C1H~ 44 -42 

Group 10000Applicalions of Chemical Principles 

102. 2 Carbon can replace a metal IOn only if carbon is "more actiw"lhalJ
 
the element it is replacing, See question 95, Mg, Na, and Li are active metuls.
 
and so their oxides, MgO, 1\a20 , and Li 20, respectively, are very stable. Th le \'
 

cannot easily be reduced to the pure metal, certainly not by carbon
 

MgO + C _ no reaction
 
NazO + C - no reaction
 
Li~O + C _ no reaction
 

Howt"ver, Zn is not an active metal. Carbon can replace it in ns oxide 

2ZnO + C-Zn + CO 2 

This i.~ thr- standard method for producing many' sll(n metals from their ores, 
usually DXide:;· 

Zn from ZnO Ph from pbo
 
Foe from FezO) Sn from Sn01
 
Co nom GuO
 

103. 2 Cracking consists of taking lan~e molecules and breaking them into 
smaller molecules, Crude oil contains a high amount of very large molecules 
with 20 to 36 ('J.rl)()n atoms and high~r. These are heavy wax, asphalt and tars. 
Cradin~ changes these into molecules with smaller numbers of carbon atoms. 

gasoline--molecules with Cs to C 12 formulas
 
kcro~ene-moleculcs with C l2 to CIS formulas
 

""'rang Choices Eepiamed. 
(II OxidotiOlI can mean either combining with oxygen or losing electrons. 

Standard oxidation: 2\fg: + O -4 2MgO
2 

redox oxidation' Mg + CI2 _ MgCl2
 

because M!f---... \fg2+ + zc

\
f _~ _ 
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(3) The Haber process is the commercial method <Jf making ammonia [rom 
nitrogen and hydrogen. 

(4) The contact process is the commercial method of making sulfuric acid 
from sulfur or sulfide ores. 

lO·t 1 In a chemical cell the positive electrode is where electrons are 
being used by the reactions; the negative electrode is where electrons are being 
released by the reaction. The underlying half-reactions for a nickel-cadmium 
battery are as follows. 

Ni,1+ + ac- -.. Nio reductinn, at + electrode)
 
Cdo _ cd 2 + + ~e - (oxidation, at - electrode)
 

The material that makes up the ponnvc electrode must contain the NiH ion, 
namely, Ni{OHh. 

lOS. 4 Iron, tin. and lead are obtained commercially hy reducing their 
oxides with coke (carbon). See question 102. Potassium, being an active metal. 
cannot he obtained from its salts or oxides by reaction with carbon. Electricity 
must he used. The potassium compound is first purified, then melted under 
high temperature. Electricity is passed through the liquid, and the K+- ions 
migrate toward the positive terminal, where they are reduced to K<l. 

" 
+ 

K++e--Ko
K' 

--t Melted potassium compound 

106.	 3 The contact process has three fundamental steps:
 
a, ··Roast" the ore or sulfur to make sulfur dioxide.
 

S+02-S0~ 2FeS + 3°2 ...... 2FeO +- 2S0 2 

b. Oxidi~e sulfur dioxide to sulfur trioxide with. a catalyst. 
v,o,; 

2S02 + O2 -- 2S03 

c. Buhhle the sulfur trioxide in water to make sulfuric acid. 

SO,\ -t- HzO - HZSO I 

ANSWERS JUNE '985 Chemistry 

More 02 

, ,Lo 
•

0
0, HlS04•• so, VZOIt s • SO, so, 

0 · 0 

Hut	 Heat . • 
to make to make c 

0SO,	 SO, ' ..• 0
0 

0 .0 .• · o	 .... 
0 

Bubble in 
water 

Wrong Choices Explained; 
(I) The catalyst. vanadium pentoxide (VzOs), is used, not to make SO,! di

rectly from pure S, but from SOz. 
(2), (4) Ozone, OJ. i5 not part of the contact process. Choice (4) is also not 

balanced; it should be diminated on that ground alone. 

Croup II-Nuclear Chemistry 

107. 2 Wju disintegrates slowly into 206pb and other products. Reference 
Table L gives a half-life of 4.51 x 109 years, about 4! billion years. As time 
passes, the ratio of lead to uranium slowly increases. This ratio can he used to 
date geologic fonnations. 

Wrong Chokes Explained: 
Radioactive compounds are used for these medical purposes However, the 

malerial used must have a short half-life so that delection and treatment is not 
a prolonged health risk. 

(I) For diagnosing thyruid disorders-c-radioactive iodine is used. 
(3) For detecting brain tumors-radioactive potassium is used to follow the 

blood lIow. 
(4) For treating cancer-s-powerful radioactive sources are used to produce 

radiation that kills cancer cells. 

lOB. " In this equation. lighter atoms are forming heavier atoms. This is 
the essence of fusion. 
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Fusion 

In 
+	 .. ,.

I.CD CD	 CD
 
+	 jH ~HejH 

Wrong Choices Explained: 
(1) Alpha decay is the process in which a larger atom disintegrates into a 

smaller atom and a helium nucleus (the alpha particle) 

alpha
 
decay
 

+ zn13.iSn® • @ CD
 
i He 

;~AI	 ttNa 
(alpha panicle) 

(2) Beta decay is the proc(>~s in which a neutron of an atom disintl'gr~tes II 
produce a proton and an electron. The proton remaim behind, rcsultin~ in 
new dement ""ith an atomic number greater by 1 more than that of the startiru 
element. The electron ~hoots away and is called a beta particle. 

bola
 
decay
 

0rt-. •
\J 

_~e (beta particle)'jN +;c 

(3) fission is the hreaking of large nuclei into smaller ones, with the Tell'; 

of great energy. Fission is "triggered" by bombardment, usually by a neutron. 

ANSWERS JUNE 1985 Chemistry 

109, 3 Heavy water, like ordinary water, has the formula H20. The dif
ferencE' is that the hydrogen atoms in heavy water are the isotope fH or fH 
instead of ordinary JH. 

Heavy water is used to remove the heat energy of fission reactors from the 
"core" to a heat exchanger. (Eventually, this heat is used to boil regular water 
into steam to drive electric generators.) Heavy water is al~o used as a moderator. 
Mod..raters cause neutrons to slow down so they become more effective as 
triggers to start more Hsstou reactions. See question 108. 

Wron,; Choices Explained: 
(1), (2) Cd and B can stop and capture neutrons, so they are used in control 

rods 10 reduct: or shut off a nuclear reaction, 
(4) Graphite, C, is like heavy water-it moderates or slows down neutrons 

to make th..m more rffective triggers of fission. Uulike heavy water, C i~ not a 
coolant 

llO. 4 Most fis~if)n reactors started out using uranium as their fuel He
celltl)' plutonium, spedlicalJy ~Pu, h~ become favored as a fuel because it 
IlU1 be "bred" (produced) cheaply from ongoing uranium nuclear reactors. 

Plutonium is a controversial fuel If it is produced too abundantly. there is a 
danger that some nations and/or terrcrtsts o,;ulIld use it for weapons rather than 
electric energy It also has a half-life 01'24,000 years, which means that, should 
100 much of it be produced artificially, nations will have problems in storing it 
before ns used as a fuel. U-235 is produced in just enough quantity to he used 
immediately as a fuel. Pu-239 may become too abundant ... a very real dangcr. 

Wrong Choi(:es Explained: 
(1), (2), (3) These call be elilninated as fission fuels because they are light

weight atoms. Fission requires large atoms such as U-235 and Pu-Z39 as fuel. 

Ill. 1 In all such nuclear transformations two key mil'S mllSl he oheyed: 
a. The total mass numbers crt reactants and products mu~t be equal. 
b. The total electric charge numbers must alae be equal on both sides of 

the equation. 

27+4=:30+1 
4 30 1 Mass numbers 

~~Al + [He - 15
P + i>X Electric' charges o [ejected) 13+2=15+0 

fission @ G0 ./ 

......	 92p -.. S6p + 36p + 0 ---+-IThe unknown particle is l)c, which is a neutron.
 
143n 960 55n
o G)	 o 

36n'-ZijiU I~~ aa + UKr +6N + 
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Group 12-Laboratory Activities 

112. 4 Filtering separates insoluble substances in a water mixture. 

\ ,---
"'~_";".- ,.,;;>" ~ " 

J	 Funnel with filter paper 
(Clay remains on paper.) Clay
 

and water
 
mixture
 

I Pure water 

Wrong Choices Explained. 
(11 Precipitates are formed by chemical reactions. Sometimes precipitations 

are made to settle faster by centrifuging. This involves spinning the solution at 
high speed in a centrifuge. The precipitate settles to the bottom of the tube 

used 
(2), (3) BOiling is a quick way to separate the water and dissolved paltic\es 

from one another in a solutton. Techntcallv. this is called distillation, or "evap
oration to dT)'Tll.'SS. '" 

113, 2 As time :;!:(Jt.'s by, the temperature of this matt.'ri<ll will decrease, 
but not in the systematic. hnear manner of choice (3), There will he stretches 
of time where the temperature win not decrease even tlillugli lit/It i~ lu>trll! 

remooed. These will occur rlurtng phase changes 

Temperature 
(OC) 

Gas cooling 

Boiling
 
point
 

Gas becomes liquid temperature
 
Liquid cooling
 

Freezing or
 
melting point
 -----------------~ Liquid becomes Solidtemperature solid	 cooling 

Time (min.) 
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] J·t 3 

(Jh~erved value - accepted value 
% error '"	 x loo 

accepted value 

55.2"C 5(.l.l~C (5.n-:)
% errnr oe 50 lC x 100 

(50.10Cl x	 100 

rk error ce	 10.2%, 

115. .. 

(volume of acidl(sln"nRlh l)f acid) Ivolume of base'(srrength of base) 
(20.(j mlj{x} (4il.O mt)(020 M) 

(4{)l) ml)(0:20 M) 
r 

20.0 rnl 
x = 0,04 M Hel 

116. I In addition, the sum cannot be more precise than the decimal piau' 
in the least precise of the numbers. 

0.02 g (precise to thousandths place) 
+ 0.00 (precise to ten-thousandths place) 

0.02 g 

0.02 g (now precise to thousandths place also) 

The digit "3" in 0.0293 g was dropped, and the number rounded alI to 0;029 , 
Illustratit:e examples of rules for siplijicant digits in answers. 

.4ddition and subtraction--no digits allowed beyond the decimal plan' of the 
least precise of the numbers. 

lfllltiplication and dioision--same number ofsignificant digits as are in num
ber with least number of such digits. 

0.027 g 0.027 g 0.027 em 0,027 g+ 0.0023 g 0.002315 x 0.002 3 em 0.0023 ml
0.0293 g 0.0247 g 0.()()()()(j21 cmw n.7391304:) wml 
0.029 g 0.025 g 0.000062 em" 12 glml 

(to thousandths (rounded up (two significant (two si,linifi("alll
place only) to thousandths digits only) digits only) 

plat'C only) 


